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Abstract : A periodically driven two coupled Duffing oscillators is considered. The 
unperturbed system has homoclinic orbits. Onset of horseshoe chaos in the perturbed system is 
investigated using Melnikov-analytical technique. The nature of flow on the perturbed manifold 
is studied by an averaging procedure. The dimensionality of the stable and unstable manifolds of 
various fixfd points of the averaged equations is studied. Then, analytical threshold condition for 
horseshoe chaos is obtained. The analytical prediction is found to be in good agreement with the 
numerical estimation of onset of chaos.
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1. Introduction
The study of occurrence of chaotic behaviour in different parameter space of a nonlitiear 
deterministic dynamical system is of great importance and this can be carried out using the 
numerical tools such as bifurcation diagram, Lyapunov exponents, power spectra analysis 
and so on. Such a computer based analysis requires large amount of time. However, for 
wcakiy perturbed systems the Melnikov method [1,2] is used for the prediction of 
horseshoe chaos analytically. In this paper, the homoclinic bifurcation in the two coupled 
Duffing oscillators
x =  -  dx +  Axx -  a,jc3 -  Sxy2 + /cosa*, 
y =  -  dy +  A2y -  a 2y3 -  Sx2y + /  cos car,
(la)
(lb)
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is studied using Melnikov method Eq. (1) has wide range of applications [3-8], 
Recently, using Painlcve analysis we have identified the parametric choices for which 
the system (I) is integrate and constructed exact analytical solution for the integrate
tases f |^
In general, to apply (he Melnikov method the given equation of motion is rewritten 
m the standard lorm
X = f(X) -f eglX jy  (2)
where X = (<,,*>........X „ l f=  (./,,/2...... fnU g = - ’Hn) andg is periodic in t
with period T The unperturbed system of (2) should contain at least one saddle and 
centre fixed points and an integrate separatnx solution passing through the saddle point. 
In eq (I), it damping and forcing terms arc chosen as the perturbations, then the 
unperturbed part is mlegrable [10, 11] for four specific parametric choices only. Further, 
in one inlegiable case, the equations of motion were found to be separable and hence 
ihe choice is equivalent to the study of uncoupled Duffing oscillators. This has been 
noted earlier bv Holmes and Marsden [12]. If the damping, coupling terms and 
externa] toiecs are treated as perturbations, then one can easily verify that the Melnikov 
I urn lion is independent ot the parameter 8, Alternatively, in the present paper the 
subsystem
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4 ,' Sxy2,
is considered as the unperturbed pan. Accordingly, m the standard form of (2), cq. ( I ) can 
he written as
^ (3a)
-  v . -  + f ( -  dxl + f  cos £9),
h =
(-) = (O,
a,x Sa ' x^
(3b) 
(3c)
Jx4 + /  cos (9), (3d)
(3c)
wheio r is a small parameter. In cq. (3), one oscillator is considered as weak compared to 
the other Later, we show that the Melnikov function indeed depend on all the parameters of 
the system including 8.
I he paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, first we study the nature of flow on 
the peiimbed manifold by an averaging procedure. The dimensionality of the stable and 
unstable manifolds ol various lixed points ot the averaged equations is studied. Then, 
analytical ihieshokl condition for horseshoe chaos is obtained. In Section 3, analytical 
prediction is compared with numerical results. Finally, Section 4, contains summary and 
conclusions.
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2. Calculation of Melnikov function
The Melnikov analysis starts with the identification of saddle fixed point and separatrix 
solution in the unperturbed system. The fixed points of (3) with e -  0 are x ,(jc3), x 2 = 0, 
(^v4), where jc,(jc3) is the roots of the equation
xt(At -  a tx f -  fix2) = 0 (4)
and *3, x 4 are arbitrary. The roots of (4) are
XX = o, ± [04, -  5*3) / a ,]1/2. (5)
I-or x $e / 5 ), there are three real roots with intermediate root corresponding
lo a hyperbolic and the other two are elliptic fixed points. For |jt3|> / <5, there exists
only one elliptic fixed point (0, 0, x ^ x 4). For |x3| < 1 5 ,  the fixed point <j> (0, 0, jc3,x 4)
\s connected to itself by a pair of homoclinic orbits which satisfy
^■[■*2 -  -V? + ( a , / 2)x* + fix,2*,2] = 0. (6)
TTic phase space of (3) appears as in Figure 1, where the component jc4 is suppressed for 
clarity The entire picture holds for any value of jc4. The unperturbed system has hyperbolic
Figure 1. Hoinoclinic orbits of the unperturbed system (3) (f = 0). Solid 
verticle line and solid dotted curve represents the solution of (4).
invariant manifold M  with boundary 0 Uifo), 0, jc3,jr4, 0 O), where .r3e(-^A , / S t ^ A { 1 6 )  
;»nd 271/(0).
In the perturbed system, assume that M persists as invariant manifoldMe given by
Me = (0(jc, f 0, jr3,
In the unperturbed system, =*4 = 0 and hence the manifold M is invariant and therefore, 
no orhits cross the boundary. In the perturbed system, *3 and*4 need not be zero so all 
orbits may leave the perturbed manifold by crossing the boundary. In this case, the nature of 
stable and unstable manifolds in the perturbed system and the significances of transverse 
intersections of stable and unstable manifolds are not well understood [2]. However, the 
presence of orbits homoclinic to fixed points and periodic orbits have dramatic dynamical 
consequences. In particular, the hoinoclinic orbits can provide the mechanism for the 
folding of the phase space. Further, the invariant sets such as fixed points and periodic 
orbits to which the orbit is homoclinic, can provide the mechanism for the stretching and 
contraction which arc essential for producing chaotic motion. Thus, it is necessary to know 
the flow on the normally hyperbolic manifold Mf under the perturbation. The nature of flow 
on the perturbed Mv can be studied by the averaging procedure. If periodic orbits exist on 
A/f> then the appropriate Melnikov integral can be computed to determine whether or not 
the stable and unstable manifolds of the periodic orbits intersect transversely. Thus, the next 
step is to determine whether Me contains any periodic orbits. For this purpose, we consider 
the perturbed equations icstricted to ME given by eqs. (3c-3e). Periodic orbits of (3c-3e) in 
a suitable Poincard surface of section or Poincare map become a fixed point. So, we 
consider the averaged equations
In
(e l2n)  J = £*4, (8a)
4)
In
(fl27t)  J (-  dx4 + -  a 2x* -  Sx?Xj + fcosG )d&
o
— £(—dx^ + ^ 2^ 3 “ — (8b)
The fixed points ol the averaged eq. (8) corresponds to the periodic orbits of (3c-3e) of 
period 2ji( to, having the same stability type as the fixed points of the averaged equations, 
further, the periodic orbits on ME become fixed points of the four dimensionalJPoincare 
map ol eq. (3) formed by fixing 0  = 0  (= Infm). The fixed points of the averaged 
equations are (jr3, jr4) = (0, 0), (+V7, 0), where / = (A2 -  8x2 )/a2 . When jc, = 0, we obtain 
I = A2f a 2. The stability determining eigenvalues are obtained from
X2 + edk -  £2(A2- 3 a 2x 2 - 8 x 2 - 2S x^ idx ,  / dx3)) = 0. (9)
dxjdxy  can be obtained from eq. (4). From eq. (9), we found that the Poincard map has 
the following structure :
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(/) d '  > M i •'
The fixed point (*j, ^3--^4) = (0, 0, 0, 0) has a two dimensional stable and two
dimensional unstable manifolds. The fixed points (0, 0, ±V7, 0) are of saddle-node type. 
They have one dimensional unstable and three dimensional stable manifolds.
(ti) d 2 < M i -
The saddle point (0, 0, 0, 0) has a two dimensional stable and two dimensional unstable 
manifolds. The fixed points (0, 0, ±V7, 0) are saddle-focus and possess three dimensional 
stable manifolds (spiralling in the directions) and one dimensional unstable manifolds.
Figure 2 shows the geometry of the Poincar6 map where the coordinate x2 is
suppressed for clarity.
Figure 2. The geometry of the Poincare map in a three dimensional phase space by 
ignoring the one dimension of the slate manifold for (a) > 8^2 and (b)i/2 <
For the system of the form
•»| = /,(■*!.*2.-v,.yj) + fK|(Jt| ’JC2'-V-V2’, )>
x2 = f 2(xr x2,yr \2) + £g2(xr x2,yr y2,t),
.>, = eC’ U ,,  x2, y r yv t),
>2 = cGj Cjc, . jc2, , v2,/), (10)
ihc Melnikov function is given by [2]
M(f0) = J[<D xtf(X ,r),g>  + <DyH{X,Y).G>](X{T),Y,T)dT
-  <Dy(X(Y),Y),  |C(X ,r,T)£/T>, ( I I )
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where Dy denotes differentiation with respect to Z, X = (*,, x2), Y = 0>i, .V2), H is the 
hamiltonian of the unperturbed system and Y is the fixed point of the averaged eq. (8). 
Here, < f, g > represents inner product of /  and g. The homoclinic trajectories of the 
unperturbed system of (3) are given by the following analytical expressions.
C a s e  /. (K_t, x4) ~  (0,  0 )  ‘
.r„,(n = ±^24|£2| sech^/l, t, 0 2a)
X1 /,(T> = T y f y a ^  se ch ^ 7 T t a n h T ‘ 0 2b)
X4) = (-+V/ . 01 :
■»!,,( r) = ± p ( A ,  - S i ) / a ,  scch^Mi - Sl)r, 03a)
-Xn (T) = T^j2/ a ]{A] ~ 61) sech^Mi -  6l)r  tanh -  <5/)r. 03b)
Using the homoclmic orbits ( 12) and (13) in ( 1 1) and evaluating the integral, we find
Ca.se /. ( x t. x 4) = (0.  0 ) :
M(t{]) = [-4<M,V2 / (3cr,)J a, scch(;ra>/(2^Al )) sin air0. (14)
Case 2. (a f. a4 ) = {± \ f l , 0) :
M(t0) -  A + f ( B cos(Ot0 ± Csin a)t{)), (15a)
where A = 4(/t, - Sl)y ' [ -d(x] - AS2! + 3<War,M2 -  a 2/) / [A} -  <!>/)J/ (3a,2),
ll = l<5V//rmcoscch(;rw/(2^4| - <5/)))/a ,,
C =  1^27ra) scch( 7T(o / (2^Aj ~ S / ))]/a r  (15b)
The case (a ,, a4) = (0. 0) corresponds to the uncoupled Duffing oscillator [1]. Now we shall 
analyse the Case 2. The necessary condition for the intersection of stable and unstable orbits 
is obtained as
f > f M = \ A \ / J F 7 c i .  (16)
The sufficient condition requires the existence of simple zeros of M(t0). For/>/*,, 
oscillates between positive and negative values indicating that the stable and unstable 
manilolds intersect transversely producing local chaos. The value of f y  corresponds to the 
homoclinic tangency The prediction of f M from eq. (16), is plotted in Figure 3 in (Gtf, / )  
parameter space. Horseshoe chaos occurs in the region above the threshold curve.
3. Numerical simulations
In general, the existence ol horseshoe does not imply that the typical trajectories will be 
asymptotically chaotic. However, it can exert a dramatic influence on the behaviour of
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orbits which pass close to it. In many dynamical systems, the presence of horseshoe 
was shown to be the starting point over which the systems undergone some of the possible 
routes to chaos. Consequently, the Melnikov threshold curve is considered as a lower
f igurr J. Threshold curves foi horseshoe chaos 
in ilu (ro /) plane for r/j = 1, nh = 0 I, 4 | = I. 
\ • - I) I L (I -  0.4 and (a) 5=01  and (h) 5 = 0  OS
Figure 4. Bifuicahon diagram as a function of j  for 
1 and 5= 0 I for the coupled oscillators
threshold for the onset of asymptotic chaos. In view of this, we have numerically 
investigated the onset of chaos in eq. (3). For 6= 0.1, the Melnikov threshold value/M is 
0 M)5 The other parameters values are fixed as d = 0.4, = 1, Ob = 0.1, A, = 1, A2 = 0.11
and qj= 1.0. Figure 4 shows the bifurcation phenomenon as a function of the parameter/.
Figure 5. Melnikov threshold curves for the Figure 6. Poincard map of the chaotic attractor of
coupled systems (continuous curve) for 5 = 0 l the uncoupled system at the onset of chaos,
and uncoupled system (dashed curve).
Period doubling phenomenon leading to chaotic motion is found to occur when the 
parameter/is varied front small value. We denote/, as the critical value of the parameter/.
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at which onset of chaos where trajectory jumps between positive and negative values of *, 
and x-\y occurs. Numerically, the onset of chaos is found to occur at fc» 0.32.
To know the influence of the second oscillator (3c-3d) on the onset of chaotic 
dynamics of the coupled Duffing oscillators, we have studied the onset of chaos in the 
uncoupled Duffing oscillator
= (17a)
x2 = Alx] -  a ,*3 -  e(-dx2 + / cos0). (17b)
In eq. (17) the parameter values are fixed aM , = 1, ax = 1, d = 0.4 and (0 = 1, the same as 
those used in the coupled oscillators. Figure 5 shows the threshold curves for the onset of 
chaos in both the uncoupled and coupled oscillators. The continuous and dashed curves 
represent f M for the coupled and uncoupled systems, respectively. From this figure, we note
that for (o less than a critical value tut, the/w of the coupled oscillators is lower than the 
uncoupled system. However for w > <oc, the/* value of the coupled system is higher than 
that of the uncoupled systems. This is further varified by numerical experiment. In the 
uncoupled oscillators, onset of chaos is found at/r = 0.307 (fM = 0.3013). This/, value can
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be compared with the value f e = 0.32 of the coupled oscillators. That is, onset of chaos is 
delayed in the coupled oscillators. In the uncoupled system, also period doubling 
bifurcation culminating in chaos is observed.
The nature of the chaotic attractor at f c is also studied in the coupled and uncoupled 
oscillators. Figure 6 shows the Poincarl map of the chaotic attractor at f c = 0.307 for the 
uncoupled system. Figure 7 shows the attractor of the coupled systems for f t = 0.32. The 
influence of the coupling term and second oscillator on the structure of the chaotic attractor 
can be clearly seen. In the uncoupled system, chaotic attractor consists of thin layer 
structures. The geometrical structure of the attractors of both the coupled and uncoupled 
systems, appear almost similar. However, in the coupled systems due to the coupling term, 
the points in the jc,-jc2 plane are distributed in the neighbourhood of the layers. On the other 
hand, the geometrical structure of the coupled systems in the x3-x4 plane is highly different. 
This is due to the small values of the parameters of the second oscillator. A detailed 
\analysis of the prediction of onset of chaos has been formed for different sets of ©and d. 
The results are summarized in Table 1. From this table, the analytical prediction is found to
Table 1. Critical values of f a  and f c for various values of d and to for the
coupled Duffing oscillators.
/ m fc
1.0 0.25 0.201 0.237
0.30 0.236 0.245
0.35 0.271 0.278
* 0.40 0.305 0.320
0.45 0.341 0.350
1.5 0.40 0.451 0.580
1.8 0.40 0.631 0.705
2.0 0.40 0.760 0.810
be in good agreement with the numerical analysis of the system. Since the second oscillator 
is treated as weak, the present analysis is applicable for small values of A2, o ,^ 8, d and/.
4. Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we have applied Melnikov-analytical technique to a two coupled Duffiing 
oscillators to predict onset of chaos. Even though the scaling of eq. (3) seems to be 
artificial, it is done in order to obtain the Melnikov function in terms of all the parameters 
including 8. Interestingly, the calculated Melnikov function indeed depend on all the 
parameters of the system which clearly justifies the scaling introduced in (3). The influence 
o! the second oscillator (3c-3d) on the onset of chaotic dynamics of the coupled Duffing 
oscillators, has also been studied. The analytical prediction is found to be in good 
agreement with the numerical onset of chaos in the two coupled Duffing oscillators.
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